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women, works by women and books on female education”. 
Our final article of  this issue brings us back to the analysis of  
one particular translated work, this time a classic that has certainly been 
discussed in the Quarterly on previous occasions: the Lunyu or Confucian 
Analects. Zhang Qian carefully dissects an important translation from 
the 1990s, that of  E. Bruce Brooks and A. Taeko Brooks. The Brooks’s 
translation represents a very different endeavour from perhaps more 
familiar and “comfortable” versions such as that of  Burton Watson (with 
whose whole approach the Brookses took issue). As Zhang discusses, the 
Brooks’s translation adopts such features as a reordering of  the material of  
the Lunyu to reflect new understandings of  the text’s historical development, 




The present issue of  Translation Quarterly comprises four articles, 
predominantly focusing on various issues of  literary translation, style, 
and the effects of  translatorial and editorial choices. Our single English 
contribution, Will Gatherer’s “Fiction Re-fabricated”, examines the handling 
of  “metafictional” elements in the translation of  the contemporary novelist 
Ma Yuan’s work, “Xugou” (“A Fiction”, or “Fabrications”, depending on 
which translator you prefer). Gatherer argues that a detailed understanding of  
metafiction is essential to the translation of  Ma’s work, which he suggests must 
be understood as “a problematized representation of  a representation being 
represented”. Critiquing Herbert Batt’s translation, Gatherer shows how the 
translator’s excision of  certain key portions of  the source text, and restructuring 
of  the chapter sequence, break down the original metafictional possibilities of  
the original to allow other, more “realistic” readings which, in the author’s view, 
are fundamentally “unfaithful” to Ma Yuan’s whole intention.
A major issue in translating any literary work is the translation of  style, 
and the resulting “translator’s style” that emerges in the translated work. In our 
second article, Chen Dongcheng addresses this question, looking to no less a 
text than the Zhou Yi (or Yi Jing) for inspiration. Chen’s discussion examines what 
we can learn from statements in that ancient oracular text regarding the nature 
of  imitation, and suggests how the Zhou Yi’s trigrams may provide insights into 
the relationship between translator’s style and translator’s personality.
Zeng Ji and Shuai Siyang’s contribution examines the nineteenth-
century periodical, The Chinese Repository. Published between 1832 and 1851, 
and with a strong missionary input, it carried numerous translations, one 
thematic interest of  which was the situation of  Chinese women. Zeng and 
Shuai argue that while missionary-translators were at pains to promote 
the cause of  Chinese women through translation, they constructed 
“complicated and contradictory images in their translation of  stories of  
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1Fiction Re-fabricated: An Analysis 
of the Loss of Self-reflexivity  
in Herbert Batt’s Translation of  
Ma Yuan’s Metafiction 
 “A Fiction” (“Xugou” 虛構)
Will Gatherer
Abstract
Ma Yuan (馬原	1953-) is widely regarded as one of the most important 
authors of the Chinese “avant-garde movement” (xianfengpai 先鋒派) of 
the 1980s and has been accredited as being one of China’s first authors 
of “metafiction” (yuanxiaoshuo元小說). Despite the fact that Ma Yuan 
is highly regarded within China, critical attention on the author within 
the English-speaking world has been fairly minimal and until recently 
there have only been a handful of the author’s works available in English 
translation. Herbert Batt’s recently published Ballad of the Himalayas: 
Stories of Tibet is the first dedicated collection of Ma Yuan’s works to 
appear in English translation, representing an important milestone in the 
accessibility of Ma Yuan’s works within an English-speaking audience. This 
collection of translations of short stories and novellas written by Ma Yuan 
predominantly during the 1980s when the author was residing in Tibet 
includes a translation of “Xugou” 虛構, which is arguably the author’s most 
famous work. “Xugou” is a highly metafictional work which is frequently 
analysed in studies on Ma Yuan’s literary self-reflexivity. This paper 
will analyse Batt’s English translation of “Xugou” to determine how the 
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The study will conclude that the translation strategies implemented by the 
translator mean that the translated text is radically different in comparison 
to the original and in particular, many of the original text’s self-reflexive 
devices have been omitted from the English translation, thereby significantly 
altering the potential interpretations of the text.
1. Introduction
Ma Yuan is highly regarded within China as being one of  the most 
important authors of  “experimental literature” (shiyuan wenxue 試驗文學) 
within the “avant-garde movement” (xianfengpai 先鋒派) of  the 1980s and 
has been accredited as being one of  China’s first authors of  “metafiction” 
(yuanxiaoshuo 元小說). Interest in Ma Yuan’s works was recently reignited 
within China with the publication of  Niugui sheshen 牛鬼蛇神 in 2012 after 
it had been assumed that the author had permanently withdrawn from a 
prolific writing career, having not published any works of  fiction for over 
20 years. Within China, therefore, Ma Yuan is still seen as a provocateur and 
innovator and his works (the majority of  which are short stories and novellas) 
that revolutionised fiction in the 1980s are still seen as challenging and 
iconoclastic. Outside of  China, Ma Yuan’s influence has been significantly 
less pronounced, largely due to the fact that relatively few English translations 
of  his works have been available. In 1992, just after Ma Yuan had reached 
the peak of  his influence in China, Henry Zhao’s excellent article “Ma Yuan 
the Chinese Fabricator” (1995) alerted many readers to the brilliance of  
China’s influential author of  metafiction, however English translations have 
still remained relatively sparse. Herbert Batt’s recently published Ballad of  the 
Himalayas: Stories of  Tibet is the first dedicated collection of  Ma Yuan’s works 
to appear in English translation[1] and this in itself  is a great and long overdue 
milestone in providing English speakers access to the author’s works. Herbert 
Batt’s collection contains translations of  eight short stories and novellas by Ma 
Yuan including arguably the author’s two most famous pieces, “Xugou” 虛構, 
translated by Batt as “A Fiction” ,[2] and “Gangdisi de youhuo” 岡底斯的誘
惑 translated here as “The Spell of  the Gangdise Mountains”.[3] In particular, 
many literary critics have identified “Xugou” as the author’s “representative 
work”.[4] The work has been published once before in an English translation 
by J. Q. Sun under the title “Fabrications” as part of  a collection of  avant-
garde literature edited by Henry Zhao (Zhao 1993: 101-144). Part of  the 
reason why “Xugou” has received so much critical attention is because it is 
one of  the most self-reflexive and obviously metafictional texts the author has 
produced and therefore, it has had a great impact as a unique and challenging 
text. This one text alone has attracted a huge amount of  analysis by Chinese 
critics and has always featured as one of  the key texts that literary critics have 
focused on in attempting to identify and analyse Ma Yuan’s unique narrative 
style. Fundamentally, “Xugou” is a highly self-reflexive text and it is only 
through a detailed understanding of  literary self-reflexivity and metafiction 
theory that a critic can fully and unproblematically interpret the text. 
This paper will draw on various different facets of  metafiction theory and 
narratology to engage in a comparative analysis of  Herbert Batt’s translation 
against both the original text and also the existing English translation by 
J. Q. Sun. The paper will provide evidence that Herbert Batt’s translation of  
“Xugou” has produced a text which is radically different to the original, to the 
extent that the original and translation have significantly different interpretive 
possibilities. In essence, some of  the strategies that the translator has used to 
translate “Xugou” have greatly reduced the text’s self-reflexivity and because of  
this I argue that Herbert Batt’s “A fiction” and Ma Yuan’s work of  metafiction 
“Xugou” have to be considered as radically different texts.
2. Methodological Framework
To engage in a comparative analysis of  a translated work of  
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aspects of  narratology to engage in the following three stage comparative 
analysis of  the English translation of  “Xugou”. Firstly, I will provide 
an overview of  the narrative structure and metafictional features of  the 
original text. Secondly, I will identify the structural and textual deviations 
that the translated version has in comparison to the original. Thirdly, I will 
provide conclusions on how the translated text functions in a different way 
to the original, thereby assessing its adequacy as an accurate translation. 
A key element of  evaluating the relative merits of  Batt’s translation 
is a detailed deconstruction of  the narrative structure and self-reflexive 
devices of  the original text. “Xugou” is a highly metafictional text which 
employs a range of  self-reflexive devices which influence the interpretive 
possibilities of  the text in highly specific ways. Whilst no one single theorist 
single-handedly established the concept of  metafiction, Patricia Waugh’s 
Metafiction: The Theory and Practice of  Self-conscious Fiction (1984) is perhaps 
the central text within metafiction theory. In this ground-breaking work, 
Waugh gives the following overarching description of  metafictional texts:
Metafiction is a term given to a fictional writing which self-consciously and 
systematically draws attention to its status as an artefact in order to pose 
questions about the relationship between fiction and reality. In providing a 
critique of  their own methods of  construction, such writings not only examine 
the fundamental structures of  narrative fiction, they also explore the possible 
fictionality of  the world outside the literary fictional text. (Waugh 1984: 2) 
Within Waugh’s excellent exploration of  the then relatively newly established 
genre of  metafiction, the concept of  “self-reflexivity” is examined as a 
unique literary characteristic that is particularly prominent within works of  
metafiction. In addition to basing my approach to metafiction on Waugh’s 
intricate exploration of  the dynamics of  literary self-reflexivity, I will also 
draw heavily upon the work of  Wenche Ommundsen. In Metafictions? 
(1993), Ommundsen provides an interpretation of  metafiction through 
her “three models” approach, whereby metafiction can be understood as 
a genre, as a tendency inherent in all fiction, and as a form of  reading. 
Whilst Ommundsen presents these three individual possibilities for 
how metafiction can be understood, it is not possible to isolate any one 
individual model as the “correct” way to approach metafictions. Instead, 
these three models themselves are mutually reliant upon each other to the 
extent that metafiction should be understood as a symbiotic relationship 
between a literary genre, literary tendency and a form of  reader response. 
What this means within a deconstruction of  the metafictional elements of  
Ma Yuan’s works is that literary self-reflexivity is an intricate concept that 
is inherently linked to naturalised literary conventions; any translation of  
a metafiction therefore must take great care to ensure that the text’s overt 
declarations of  fictionality in which the text “draws attention to its status 
as an artefact” must be faithfully maintained; any translation strategies 
that in any way diminish the self-reflexive qualities of  the text will have a 
serious impact on how the translated text functions.
In addition to a basic grounding within metafiction theory, as “Xugou” 
has an intricate narrative structure, specific narratological tools are required to 
be able to accurately identify the basic structural components of  the text. In 
particular, Ma Yuan’s works have often been identified as containing “narrative 
shifts” in which the text seems to jump between different “viewpoints” or 
“perspectives”. In order to formalise the process of  “shifting” narrative 
perspectives within Ma Yuan’s metafiction it is necessary to formalise the 
process of  narrative “perspective” within a narratological framework. Mieke 
Bal’s theory of  focalization broadly refers to “the relations between the 
elements presented and the vision through which they are presented” (Bal 
2009 [1985]: 145). The concept of  focalization is firstly made up of  two 
elements, that which sees, and that which is seen. These terms are described 
as the focalizer, and the focalized object, representing the subject and the 
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I will be paying attention to the various “focalizers” within the text as this is 
a key narratological tool for understanding how one of  the text’s key self-
reflexive devices (the narrative shift) is able to function.
3. Research Questions and Methodology
This paper will specifically explore the following the research questions:
1) What translation strategies has Herbert Batt used to translate 
“Xugou” and have there been any significant omissions, restructuring, or 
modifications made to the English text?
2) To what extent have the specific metafictional features of  the 
original text been lost within the English translation?
3) How is the English translation of  “Xugou” fundamentally 
different to the original text and what implications does this have on how 
the translated text can be interpreted?
Therefore, the paper will evaluate the English translation of  “Xugou” 
through a methodological framework which incorporates specific literary 
theories and narratological tools which are crucial in being able to offer 
a complete literary analysis of  the original text in order to analyse the 
effectiveness of  the translation.
4. Textual analysis of the original  
text and translated text
4.1 A brief  overview of  the narrative structure of  “Xugou”
“Xugou” is a superbly constructed work of  metafiction that 
has a complex and highly self-reflexive narrative structure. At its core 
“Xugou” contains an “author” and his “story”, however the text needs 
to be carefully analysed in order to identify the features of  its structure 
such as the different narrative levels of  the text and the identities and 
structures of  the text’s narrative focalizers. “Xugou” has three distinctly 
different narrative focalizers, spread across two narrative levels:
First narrative level (primary diegesis):
Narrator one (identified as the “author” Ma Yuan – internally focalized 
first person narrative with “you” and “the reader” acting as addressee) – 
Chapters 1 and 19
Narrator two (identified as the “mute” or the text’s antagonist – internally 
focalized first person narrative with “you” acting as addressee) – Chapter 2
Secondary narrative level (hypodiegesis):
Narrator three (identified as Ma Yuan’s past self, or the narrator of  Ma 
Yuan’s text – internally focalized narrative with direct reported speech) – 
Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22
The first narrative level (the primary diegesis) contains the text’s 
represented “author” figure[5] engaging in a highly self-reflexive “dialogue” 
about the text with a represented “reader” figure. The presence of  a 
thematised “author” and “reader” figure within Chapters 1 and 19 is also 
coupled with “direct address” (Georgakopoulou 1991), a process by which 
the “reader” occupies the role of  the primary addressee of  the text through 
a narrative structure which adopts “face-to-face interaction conventions”. A 
key component of  this technique is the usage of  a “you” narratee, “intimate 
vocatives” (such as “dear readers”) or “phatic elements” (such as “we”, “us” 
or “ours”) emphasising the fact that the reader and narrator share the same 
spatiotemporal context (Georgakopoulou 1991: 2). The primary diegesis as 
narrated by narrator one is by far the most self-reflexive element of  the text 
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contrast, the hypodiegetic level of  the text is represented as the “story within 
the story” or the “author’s” (narrator one) narrative. This level of  the text is 
not in itself  strongly self-reflexive, rather the fictionality of  this part of  the 
text is exerted down from the narrative level above. Whilst there is therefore 
a clear divide between the “author’s” section of  the text and the “text” itself, 
this boundary is broken however by narrator two, which is one of  the most 
crucial elements of  the text. One of  the key features of  “Xugou” and indeed 
many of  Ma Yuan’s novels which many critics identify as being a defining 
feature of  the author’s metafiction is the concept of  the “narrative shift”, 
in which the text appears to shift between narrative focalizers in an often 
imperceptible way. The first three chapters of  “Xugou” within its original 
structure are a perfect example of  this “narrative shift” in which the narrative 
structure of  the text changes as follows:
Chapter 1: Narrator one (“Ma Yuan” the “author”) first person 
narrative towards “you” and “reader” direct addressee;
Chapter 2: Narrator two (the “mute”) first person narrative towards 
“you” direct addressee;
Chapter 3: Narrator three (the protagonist of  the hypodiegesis) first 
person narrative with direct reported speech and no direct address.
Within the transition from Chapter 1 to the end of  Chapter 3 the 
narrative structure of  the text has changed three times with three distinctly 
different narrative focalizers. The “narrative shift” occurs due to the fact 
that the changing narrative structures are imperceptible until the start of  
Chapter 3, and even so the reader does not have sufficient information until 
the end of  this chapter to be able to ascertain the identities of  the narrative 
focalizers of  the preceding chapters. Essentially, the continuity between 
Chapters 1 and 2 is such that the reader is unable to immediately detect that 
the narrative shifts from “Ma Yuan” the “author” to the “mute” antagonist 
and then on to the first-person narrator of  the hypodiegetic “story within 
the story”. This obfuscation of  the narrative act (being able to identify 
“who” is narrating and to “whom”) is not accidental or a result of  an 
inadequate structure which requires clarification for the reader; rather it is a 
key metafictional device within the text and it is one that Ma Yuan frequently 
employs in his other works. This device disorientates and defamiliarises the 
reader by deliberately destabilising naturalised narrative structuring through 
which a narrator can be separated from his or her “story” through a diegesis-
hypodiegesis relationship and the different narrative focalizers within the 
text can be easily identified and compartmentalised. Within “Xugou”, the 
architecture of  the narrative structure is foregrounded because the reader is 
given inadequate information to naturalise the “shifts” that are taking place 
and hence this device is highly metafictional.
This self-reflexive narrative shift has significant implications for 
the readings of  the text as a whole due to the fact that the intimacy built 
between “Ma Yuan” and his “reader” within Chapter 1 using the technique 
of  direct address is “hijacked” by the text’s antagonist “other” figure, who 
later in the text is revealed as being violent and sexually perverse. The 
boundaries therefore between the narrator (he or she who perceives and 
creates the represented world) and the narratee (the represented “other”) 
are destroyed in an unsettling and disorientating manner that casts doubt 
over the narrator’s ability to accurately “control” and mediate the text. 
This destabilisation and problematisation of  the divide between that which 
represents, and that which is represented, is the most significant consequence 
of  the narrative shift and radically alters the reading of  the text as it means 
that all “representations” within “Xugou” are somehow compromised.
“Xugou” therefore has a complex and highly reflexive narrative 
structure which inherently influences the way the entire novella can be 
interpreted. Given the complexity of  the text’s structure, which I have only 
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Fiction” has altered the text and its narrative structure in such a way that 
this English translation of  “Xugou” becomes highly problematic. Broadly 
speaking, Batt’s translation alters the nature of  the original text in two major 
ways, firstly through editing out of  certain passages within the text, and 
secondly through radically restructuring the narrative structure of  the text.
4.2 Textual omissions
Whilst it is of  course the case that an idiomatic and readable literary 
translation will require a certain degree of  editing, modification, shifts in 
structure and finally deliberate omissions, there is however a significant 
amount of  text that has been removed entirely from Batt’s translation. 
In total over 500 characters of  Chinese text have been omitted from the 
translation: these omissions constitute elements of  the text that have not 
been translated at all, rather than text lost as part of  a translation shift 
whereby certain words or phrases are omitted for the sake of  an idiomatic 
translation. Whilst the volume of  omitted text alone does not necessarily 
equate to a problematic translation, an analysis of  the text that has been 
omitted reveals that many of  the original text’s key metafictional elements 
have been entirely cut out as a consequence. In particular, Chapters 1 
and 22 of  the translation (which correspond to Chapters 1 and 19 of  the 
original respectively[6]) contain the highest volume of  omitted text. For 
example, the opening passage of  Batt’s translation is as follows:
I’m Ma Yuan, that Chinese writer. I like to ride my celestial horse in the sky.[7] 
Some people say I went to Tibet for my writing. It’s a fact I went to Tibet. It’s 
also a fact that I’ve written hundreds of  pages about Tibet. (Ma 2011: 134)












然自若著呢。 (Ma 1993: 364)
(Most of  my stories are somewhat sensationalist. I tell stories in Chinese; it is said 
that of  all languages Chinese is the hardest language to reconcile its spoken and 
written forms, I am quite satisfied that I am writing in Chinese. None of  the great 
authors in the world can do this, I am the only one.
Probably what I’m hinting at here is that I want to say that I’m a good writer, and 
even that I am the only good author writing in Chinese. Saying this it seems that 
my self-confidence has gone to my head. Am I being conceited? Who knows?!
It seems that such a self-confident person should say things to express his 
confidence, and it seems that he should be full of  the same kind of  confidence in 
his own novels. For he shouldn’t be as superfluous as I am being now forcing my 
readers to hear me report about all the things I have written.
The reason why I’m telling you about what I have written now is because I 
strongly believe that none of  you (or at least very few of  you) has read anything 
I have written. Don’t feel distraught for me (and don’t feel embarrassed for me 
either) as I have to tell you that it doesn’t bother me in the slightest.)[8]
In addition to the above, as Batt’s translation restructures the text on 
a word order, sentence and paragraph level,[9] the following passage from a 
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用漢字漢語。我到西藏好像有許多時間了。我不會講一句那裡的話；(Ma 
1993: 365)
(I write in Chinese. I’ve been in Tibet now for quite some time. I can’t speak 
a word of  the language though.)
Finally, in the third paragraph of  the same chapter another extremely 







苦用心。 (Ma 1993: 365)
(Careful readers will invariably have noticed that I have used an ambiguous 
word, “possible”. I think that this group of  readers perhaps won’t be able to 
work out why I didn’t use a different verb, “happen”. Where other people use 
the word “happen” I use another word – “exist”.
I am not going to give a linguistics class though so let’s end this topic here.
I’ve written about a goddess in The Goddess of  Lhasa River. I haven’t 
explained how I agonised over choosing the gender of  that god.)
Whilst it is hard to justify why all of  the text above should be omitted 
according to any literary translation criteria, the fact that these passages are 
so crucial to establishing the text’s self-reflexivity means that their omission 
renders the English translation particularly problematic. Within the omitted 
text the following self-reflexive devices are established: 
 1) The establishment of  a “dialogue” between a “reader” and the 
text’s “author” (Ma Yuan);
 2) The establishment of  a “dialogue” between an “author” and a 
“you” addressee;
 3) A textual awareness of  the specific word choices and language 
through which the text has been written (as differentiated from the “telling” 
of  a “story”) and how this language (Chinese) is disconnected from the 
language of  the represented world (Tibetan);
 4) The creation of  intertextuality linking this “text” to other actual 
works by “Ma Yuan”.
Within Batt’s translation both the “reader” and the “you” addressee 
are completely cut out of  the first chapter and the text is radically altered 
by this seemingly unjustifiable editing. Within Batt’s translation the narrative 
engages in first person focalization without any addressee, which removes 
the possibility for direct address. Furthermore, without the presence of  a 
“reader”, the “author” is no longer discussing his “text” with this represented 
“reader” figure and it is highly telling that all of  the textual self-reflexivity, 
in which the “author” discusses the word choices of  the “text”, has been 
removed. What is left after Batt’s editing is a first person “author” narrator 
figure “telling a story” rather than writing a text. The second point above 
also has follow-on implications for the overall structure of  the first three 
chapters of  the novel (as discussed below) and again, greatly reduces the 
text’s self-reflexivity: The ambiguous usage of  a “you” addressee[10] using the 
technique of  direct address is a key self-reflexive feature of  Ma Yuan’s texts 
which foregrounds the fictionality of  the narrative act by problematising the 
roles and identities of  the narrator and narratee. Essentially, within Ma Yuan’s 
narratives it is often unclear “who” is speaking and to “whom”, and this 
ambiguity is a key metafictional device within the text that cannot be edited 
out without radically altering the text itself. 
The omissions from Chapter 1 therefore remove the “reader” and 
the ambiguous “you” addressee from the text, remove instances where the 
“author” refers to the language and word choices of  the text, and remove 
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a highly metafictional form of  intertextuality. Given that the omitted text 
plays such a key role in establishing the text’s self-reflexivity, it seems highly 
likely that these sections of  the text have been omitted because they are self-
reflexive, in an attempt to reduce the metafictional nature of  “Xugou”. 
Indeed, the other major case of  significant omissions can be found within 
Chapter 22 of  the translation (Chapter 19 of  the original text) in which the 




(I happened to read a book written by a Frenchman called Baiser au lépreux. 
I was very interested in this sensational subject matter. After that I also 
happened to read a book by an Englishman, which is also about a leper 
colony, called A Burnt-Out Case.)
Again, this textual omission is clearly highly self-reflexive: whilst the 
omissions from Chapter 1 create an intertextuality between this text 
and other works by Ma Yuan, the omitted passage above creates a clear 
intertextuality to other texts by other authors which strongly foregrounds 
the text’s fictionality. Within the original text this intertextuality establishes 
a representation of  an “author” figure creating, and writing a “text” which 
is situated alongside other real texts, whereas Batt’s translation diminishes 
this level of  self-reflexivity. Coupled with the complete absence of  the 
“reader” figure and the editing out of  the passages of  textual self-reflexivity 
from Chapter 1, Batt’s translation establishes a more traditional relationship 
between the “author” and a “story” being told through the relationship 
between a diegesis (the narrator’s level) and a hypodiegesis (the “story 
within a story”). 
Within Batt’s translation, only Chapters 1 and 19 from the original, 
which are narrated by the same narrative focalizer and are by far the most 
self-reflexive elements of  the narrative, have significant amounts of  text 
omitted; in contrast, the other sections of  the text are not edited in this 
way at all, which further strengthens the argument that the strongest self-
reflexive elements of  the text have been deliberately removed from the 
translation in an attempt to reduce the metafictional nature of  “Xugou”. 
As a comparison to Batt’s translation strategy, which heavily edits the text, 
J. Q. Sun’s translation “Fabrications” does not edit out any of  the text 
highlighted above. 
4.3 Restructuring of  the text
In addition to the omission of  key, highly metafictional elements 
of  the original text, Batt’s translation also significantly alters the text on 
a structural level. In particular, the order of  chapters has been heavily 
restructured as follows:
Original chapter order: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22
Translation chapter order: 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 19
Initially it would not seem obvious why such a restructuring should 
need to take place within any translation of  a relatively short novella; 
indeed J. Q. Sun’s translation of  “Xugou” follows the original chapter 
order without the need for any restructuring. Within Batt’s translation, 
chapters 2, 3, 4 and 19 have somehow been identified as being in a 
problematic location within the original text and have been reshuffled into 
a more “logical” order. This I believe is a highly revealing insight into the 
understanding of  the original text during the translation process as this 
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diminished. The intricacies of  the “narrative shift” highlighted above have 
been restructured to the extent that none of  the self-reflexive functions 
discussed above remain. In the original text the narrative structure of  
the first three chapters problematizes not only the boundaries between 
the diegesis and the hypodiegesis, but also the relationship between the 
“author” and the “reader”, and furthermore the status of  the “narrator” 
itself. Within Batt’s translation, the boundaries between diegesis and 
hypodiegesis are actually strengthened, with the former no longer being 
able to encroach upon and destabilise the latter. As such the tension 
discussed above between the narrator and narratee, and the implications 
on the readings of  the “author” and the “old mute” antagonist, have 
been completely removed from the text. Within Batt’s restructuring the 
narrative no longer “shifts” at all as the text has been reorganised so as 
to strengthen the boundaries between each separate narrative level and 
focalizer within the text. The reader no longer imperceptibly “jumps” 
from an intimate direct address dialogue with the text’s “author” to a 
claustrophobic intimacy with the text’s “antagonist” and there is now a 
greater distance between the “author” and the “story”. 
This leads on to the second major restructuring of  the text: the 
second of  two chapters, which is also narrated by the “author” figure 
Narrator one (originally Chapter 19 of  the original), is now repositioned 
within Batt’s translation to appear at the very end of  the novella in Chapter 
22. In the original, narrator one intervenes in the narrative to state: “讀者
朋友，在講完這個悲慘故事之前，我得說下面的結尾是杜撰的”, “Dear readers, 
before I end this tragic tale I have to state that the following ending is 
made up” (Ma 1993: 409). In Batt’s translation however, this incursion 
now has been moved to the final chapter of  the text after the hypodiegetic 
narrative has finished. The opening paragraph of  Batt’s translation of  
Chapter 19, which now appears in the last chapter of  the novella, begins 
as follows:
 
Dear reader, now that I’ve finished this tragic story, I have something important 
to tell you. It’s all made up. I was afraid you might take it for real. My stay in 
the Peace and Quiet Hospital will only be temporary. Sooner or later I’ll be 
coming back out among you. I’m a tall male citizen with a full beard, I have 
a name. Many of  you might be able to pick me out in a crowd. I wouldn’t 
want literal-minded readers to think I was infected with leprosy, and shun me 
as a pariah. I could be banned from public places, even be put in isolation in 
someplace like Machu village. So that’s the reason for this epilogue. (Ma 2011: 193)
Moving the author’s incursion in Chapter 19 to the end of  the novella causes 
some issues with the translation. Firstly, the tense has clearly changed so that 
the narrator states “now that I have finished this tragic story” rather than 
stating “before I finish this story”. In the original, the text’s “author” breaks into 
the narrative to openly declare the fictionality of  the ending to the narrative 
and even explains why this ending needs to be “fabricated” (ironically because 
of  the text’s claimed verisimilitude). In the translated version, however, the 
narrator narrates in the past tense and the translator has now even added 
the phrase “So that’s the reason for this epilogue”: the text has now become 
restructured into the naturalised conventions of  a “prologue” and “epilogue” 
which further strengthens the boundaries between the hypodiegesis and the 
diegesis. Also, whilst the original text states that only the “ending” is made up, 
within the restructured translated version it is no longer clear what constitutes 
the ending of  the narrative (unlike in the original when it is clearly the text 
which remains after the “author’s” incursion) so Batt’s translation alters this 
phrase to state that “It’s all made up”. Ironically, stating that only the “ending” 
is made up actually heightens the verisimilitude of  the text that had preceded 
it as presumably if  only the ending is fabricated then the remainder of  the text 
must be “true”. Indeed the “author” figure even claims that it is because readers 
may believe the narrative to be true that this overt declaration of  fictionality has 
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narrative within the text diminish the autonomy of  the text’s author figure to 
be able to even make overt declarations about the text at all considering how 
little “control” this narrator seems to have over the “story within the story”. 
Within the original, the “author” and the “text” that this author is supposedly 
narrating are locked in a tension between verisimilitude and fictionality which 
is completely dissipated within Batt’s translation. To put it more simply, the 
“author” figure within Batt’s translation has become significantly more 
powerful and autonomous than the compromised “author” figure within the 
original text. Again, within J. Q. Sun’s translation the self-reflexive dynamics of  
the original text have been retained in the translation, which therefore does not 
contain any of  the issues highlighted above within Batt’s translation.
5. Conclusions –– Interpretive divergences between “Xugou” 
and “A Fiction”
The analysis above clearly highlights the broad loss of  self-
reflexivity within Batt’s translation of  “Xugou”. The metafictional 
elements of  the text which have been removed from the English 
translation significantly alter the interpretive possibilities of  the original 
text: “Xugou” is not a “story” framed by its “author” describing 
the origins of  the narrative, but instead it is the representation of  
a destabilised relationship between a represented “author” and a 
represented “text”: to put it another way, “Xugou” is a problematized 
representation of  a representation being represented. On the other 
hand, Batt’s translation neutralises almost all of  the tension within the 
novella created by its self-reflexivity and in this sense the postmodern 
nature of  the text has been diminished to the extent that the translation 
is much more similar to a realist text. The divergences between the 
interpretive possibilities of  the original and the translation are therefore 
significant and there is evidence to support the claim that the translation 
can no longer be interpreted as a metafiction. “Xugou” functions as 
the representation of  a sensationalised, carnivalistic,[11] and sometimes 
absurd “epistemological quest”[12] which is represented through a 
compromised and unreliable representation of  an author figure who 
is engaged in an intimate direct address relationship with a represented 
reader figure which is encroached upon by the text’s “narrative shift”. It 
is impossible for example, to interpret the represented world of  the leper 
colony as a straight allegory or metonym, as the metafictional nature of  
the text compromises the integrity of  the represented world. Likewise, 
the verisimilitude of  the text’s “author” is also compromised so it is 
impossible to unproblematically shift the suspension of  disbelief  away 
from the diegesis onto the hypodiegesis (i.e., one cannot argue that the 
“story” is made up but the “author” is somehow reliable or “real”). The 
result of  this tension is that “Xugou” is an extremely challenging text 
which cannot be forced into one particular reading; it is not an allegory 
about Tibet, it is not a study of  perverted masculinity and sexuality, 
it is not simply a protagonist’s exploration of  an elusive and evasive 
sense of  history and identity, and it is not a portrait of  the relationship 
between an author and his text in spite of  the fact that all of  these 
interpretations can be found within one level or another of  the text. 
Rather, “Xugou” brilliantly navigates the tension between fictionality 
and verisimilitude through Ma Yuan’s intricate understanding of  the fact 
that they are both established through the same process and in this 
sense any interpretations of  the text are both simultaneously facilitated 
and compromised by the text’s structure. 
Batt’s translation, on the other hand, is presented as a “tongue-in-cheek 
allegory of  the Chinese fascination with ‘primitive’ Tibet: a Chinese narrator’s 
love affair with a nubile Tibetan leper”.[13] The editing out of  the text’s most 
metafictional features and the unsympathetic restructuring of  the text mean 
that previously impossible realist readings along the lines of  allegory and 
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each narrative focalizer, is somehow destabilised and problematised, whereas 
within Batt’s translation the hypodiegesis is allowed to function as the “story 
within the story” and the “author” figure wields full, uncompromised control 
over the text. “A Fiction” therefore is only loosely self-reflexive and all of  
the dazzling and mesmerizing tension within the original has been lost. The 
restructuring and editing of  the text has resulted in a more “stable” and 
ultimately realist text which utilizes the naturalised narrative conventions of  
realist texts such as the prologue and epilogue “framing” device for the “story 
within a story”. The “translator’s note” to “A Fiction” makes some revealing 
statements about the translator’s interpretation of  “Xugou” in which Batt 
mentions (but does not quote) Henry Zhao:
As Zhao reads it, the story can be read on one level as symbolic of  a Chinese 
person’s struggle to overcome his aversion to an alien Tibetan culture that at 
first appears repulsive. (Ma 2011: 130)
The phrase “on one level” should be revealing here, in that Henry Zhao’s 
intricate and ground-breaking understanding of  Ma Yuan’s self-reflexivity 
precluded him from making unequivocal statements about the symbolic 
meaning of  “Xugou”. Indeed we can quote Zhao himself  to essentially 
qualify this statement above:
Although his works are mostly set in Tibet, he cannot be considered a 
chronicler of  Tibetan life, for his use of  Tibetan loci is so superficial and 
casual that Tibet is only the convenient anchorage of  his fiction rather than 
an object of  observation. (Zhao 1995: 313)
Batt’s introduction however analyses “Xugou” through making logical 
connections which simply do not work within the text: Machu village 
“symbolises” Tibet, the leper woman “symbolises” the Chinese fascination 
with Tibet, the mute “symbolises” the author’s alter-ego, etc. Batt suggests 
that “Xugou” is a political statement about China’s relationship with Tibet 
and a “Jungian” representation of  the author’s representation of  the self. 
These readings however are only possible once the self-reflexivity has been 
cut out of  the text, as is the case within the translation. As I have mentioned 
above, “Xugou” cannot unproblematically function as an allegory for anything 
as it is not a realist “representation” but a metafictional representation of  a 
representation being represented. Batt’s interpretations essentially only apply 
to the text’s hypodiegesis, which may have been the “one level” to which Zhao 
was alluding. These interpretations, I believe, reveal the logic behind why the 
text has been edited and restructured so significantly in its English translation 
as they all suggest that the integrity of  the hypodiegetic level of  the text, which 
on its own can be interpreted through the logic of  “realist” readings, has been 
valued over the integrity of  the text as a whole.
Batt’s translation, therefore, cannot be seen as an accurate or 
representative translation of  “Xugou”, Ma Yuan’s representative work of  
metafiction. As highlighted above, J. Q. Sun’s existing English translation 
of  “Xugou” avoids almost all of  the issues highlighted above and should 
be considered as a significantly more faithful translation. I believe that it is 
not a coincidence that within an “avant-garde” collection of  short stories 
and novellas, Ma Yuan is “allowed” to be a metafiction writer in translation, 
whereas within these “stories of  Tibet” the integrity of  the represented 
world (Tibet) usurps the integrity of  the narrative structure of  the original. 
This same process can be seen in Tales of  Tibet (Batt 2001), in which Batt’s 
translation of  “Xugou” first appeared. All the above-mentioned issues 
regarding the loss of  self-reflexivity in the English translation are present 
within this fundamentally identical translation. In this instance the foreword 
to this collection of  “stories of  Tibet” reveals another interpretive strategy 
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Ma Yuan’s Machu village is an allegory for Tibet. In fact, we can go further 
and posit that Machu is a metonym for Tibet, in that Machu and Tibet are 
seen as one, and the two are inscribed in the same perpetual domain. The 
leper’s diseased body is slowly decaying; there is no cure for the illness but 
the extinction of  the group. For the narrator, Tibet is a putrid body, lacking 
vitality, degenerate, and slowly decaying in its own filth. (Batt 2001: xxii)
Again, this reading of  Machu village as metonym simply does not work 
when read through the text’s complex self-reflexivity, and indeed any such 
allegorical interpretations of  Tibet within Ma Yuan’s works have already 
been disproven by Zhao’s comments in his 1995 article quoted above. The 
reason why “Xugou” is such an important text within Chinese avant-garde 
fiction, and Chinese fiction in general, is that it prohibits the reader from 
being able to force any one reading onto the text, or as Zhao has observed 
about interpreting Chinese avant-garde fiction, “any reading is then both a 
desired reading and a deviant reading” (Zhao 1995: 91).
Somewhat revealingly, although the term “postmodern” is used within 
the introduction and translator’s notes in Ballad of  the Himalayas: Stories of  
Tibet, the terms “metafiction” and “self-reflexivity” are not used once and 
there is clear evidence within the translation of  “Xugou” to suggest that 
these complex literary concepts, the understanding of  which is integral 
to any full reading of  Ma Yuan’s works, have been edited out. This then 
highlights the wider context of  the anthology in which Batt’s translation 
of  “Xugou” appears, especially in comparison to J. Q. Sun’s translation, 
“Fabrications”. Whilst there are of  course a range of  forces that influence 
any translation in ways which are often hard to define (Sun’s translation for 
example was published around twenty years prior to Ballad of  the Himalayas: 
Stories of  Tibet, which in itself  could influence the translation through, for 
example, wider trends within Chinese literary translation or the developing 
understanding of  Ma Yuan within the English-speaking world), there is 
however strong evidence to suggest that in publishing translations of  the 
same text, an anthology of  1980s avant-garde literature has produced a 
radically different translation to a thematically focused author-restricted 
collection. The Lost Boat, edited by Henry Zhao, one of  the most important 
scholars on Ma Yuan, is an anthology of  short stories by avant-garde 
Chinese authors of  the 1980s to early 1990s in which two translations 
of  works by Ma Yuan appear: “Xugou” and the relatively obscure short 
story “Cuowu” translated by Helen Wang as “Mistakes”. Whilst “Xugou” 
is perhaps Ma Yuan’s most identifiably self-reflexive work and therefore 
a perfect selection for an anthology highlighting the intricacies of  post-
modern writing within China in the 1980s, “Cuowu” on the other hand has a 
relatively subtle self-reflexive structure which makes it a less obvious choice 
for this collection. Nevertheless, both texts are translated here through 
strategies that as much as possible retain the self-reflexive structures of  
the texts and in essence, retain their “avant-gardeness”, which readers of  
this anthology will presumably have been actively seeking. The inclusion 
criteria for the translations within The Lost Boat therefore are relatively 
short stories written by Chinese “avant-garde” writers of  the 1980s which 
English speaking readers will be able to identify as loosely “postmodern” 
short stories within a Chinese context. Batt’s translation of  “Xugou”, on 
the other hand, was first published in an anthology after which it was again 
published in a collection of  translations of  Ma Yuan’s Works. Unlike The 
Lost Boat, which curates a range of  texts adhering to certain stylistic and 
structural expectations, Batt’s translation is strongly influenced by the 
thematic concept of  “Tibet”. Tales of  Tibet for example, is a collection 
of  short stories from predominantly the 1980s written by either Tibetan 
writers (such as Tashi Dawa) or Chinese writers who were either based in 
Tibet for extended periods (Ma Yuan) or who somehow wrote “about” 
Tibet (such as Ma Jian, who had travelled to Tibet). Its main focus therefore 
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China’s problematic cultural and political engagement with Tibet. Likewise, 
Stories of  Tibet places an extremely specific and perhaps misleading thematic 
restriction on Ma Yuan’s works given that the majority of  the author’s 
works are not in any way related to Tibet. Batt’s translation therefore, in 
both instances in which it has been published, has been situated within an 
extremely strong extratextual framework which presents “Xugou” as a “story 
of  Tibet”, and the footnotes, paratexts, translator’s notes and introductions 
within both of  these volumes contain extremely overt political and cultural 
approaches to how to read China “writing” Tibet. Interestingly, there is 
relatively little evidence that Chinese scholarship on Ma Yuan, in spite of  
its shortcomings, has in any way perceived Ma Yuan as a “Tibet writer”. 
Ma Yuan’s usage of  Tibetan mysticism in an almost Marquezian manner 
has certainly been acknowledged by some scholars, but it is very hard to 
argue that Ma Yuan is primarily understood as a writer who is presenting a 
particular engagement with Tibet. Indeed it is actually more likely that the 
opposite is true, namely Ma Yuan’s self-reflexivity consistently precludes a 
unified or cohesive representation of  Tibet, which in a way is entirely the 
point of  highly metafictional works like “Gangdisi de youhuo” that present 
destabilised and overtly fictional representations of  Tibetans and Tibet in 
a way that render realist readings along the lines of  metonym, allegory and 
metaphor impossible. One of  the most consistent features of  Ma Yuan’s 
writings is that he rarely allows any one particular representation to exist 
unproblematically, and on a fundamental level, therefore, I would argue that 
none of  Ma Yuan’s works qualify as a “Story of  Tibet” in that none of  them 
are realist representations of  Tibet. This I believe is the most likely cause of  
the significant restructuring and recalibrations of  Ma Yuan’s works within 
Batt’s translations, as to a great extent the translations have privileged a 
problematic thematic interpretation of  the author’s works over the integrity 
of  the individual texts themselves.
Although the presence of  any translations of  Ma Yuan’s works in 
English should be welcomed as part of  the promotion of  an arguably 
underappreciated (outside of  China at least) author, Batt’s translation of  
“Xugou” within Ballad of  the Himalayas: Stories of  Tibet and within Tales of  
Tibet: Sky Burials, Prayer Wheels, & Wind horses is highly problematic and 
may distort the understanding of  the author within an English-speaking 
readership. Many critics have argued that the author whom Ma Yuan most 
closely resembles is Jorge Luis Borges;[14] whilst the highly self-reflexive 
nature of  Borges’ works has often been preserved in English translations 
however, China’s Borges, Ma Yuan the “Chinese fabricator”, has been lost 
in translation in the space between fiction and fabrication.
Notes
[1] Some English translations of  short stories and novellas by Ma Yuan have been 
published over the last twenty or so years, however considering the volume of  work 
that the author has produced in his literary career, the number of  English translations 
available is arguably insufficient.
[2] This translation of  the term xugou 虛構 is problematic because “a fiction”, as a countable 
noun, can be back translated into Chinese as xiaoshuo 小說 or yi pian xiashuo 一篇小說. Xugou 
as an abstract noun, should be translated here as “Fabrication”.
[3] “Xugou” was first published in the May edition of  China Culture (Shouhuo 收穫) in 1986 
whilst “Gangdisi de youhuo” was first published in 1985 in the February edition of  
Shanghai Literature (Shanghai wenxue	上海文學).
[4] Xiao Yingying, for example, states that “not only is ‘Xugou’ Ma Yuan’s representative 
work, it is also the clearest display of  the core literary concept of  the author, this being 
that fiction is fabrication” (Xiao 2008: 121, translation mine).
[5] It should be mentioned here that many critics have misunderstood the nature of  the “author” 
and “Ma Yuan” within the text. The “author” figure within “Xugou” should be interpreted 
as a represented “author” narrator figure and never as a representation of  Ma Yuan the “real 
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“text” within the text itself  and these elements of  the text should never be confused with the 
extra-textual “real author” and “real reader”. This important distinction can be traced to Wayne 
Booth’s analysis of  the roles adopted by the author and reader, and in particular the concept of  
the “implied author” (Booth 1983: 211).
[6] As Batt has significantly restructured the text in his English translation, the chapter sequences 
of  the translation do not match up to the equivalent chapters of  the original. In the 
following subheading I will analyse the extent of  this restructuring and the issues that it causes.
[7] The phrase “I like to ride my celestial horse across the sky” is a literal and arguably unidiomatic 
translation of  “我喜歡天馬行空”. It would be tempting to rephrase this idiomatic phrase 
entirely but the subsequent phrase in the same chapter “天馬行空，前提總得有馬有天空” 
causes some intriguing translation issues. In this case I would argue that “天馬行空” should 
be translated idiomatically without literal reference to “horses” or “sky”, in a way that also 
accommodates the second instance of  the phrase; an equivalent idiom could be something 
like “thinking outside the box”, so that the second part would be “a prerequisite for ‘thinking 
outside the box’ is that there needs to be a box to think outside of ”.
[8] Unless specifically referenced otherwise, all translations are my own.
[9] For example, the two sentences “我不是個滿足於‘想一想不是也很好嗎’海明威式的可
以寬解愁腸的男人。我想了就一定得幹，我幹了。海明威是個美國佬” from the end of  
Chapter 1 of  the original text are translated as “I’m not like Hemingway, venting his 
spleen with an ‘Isn’t it nice to think so’. When I thought of  it, I had to do it, and I did 
it”, and are repositioned in the translation to now occur at the start of  Chapter 1. There 
are also several instances where the first sentences of  one chapter are moved to the final 
sentences of  the preceding chapter. 
[10] This technique is by no means unique to Ma Yuan’s novels and is common throughout 
many forms of  postmodernist writing. See for example Brian McHale’s analysis 
(McHale 1992: 97) of  the ambiguous “you” addressee within Thomas Pynchon’s novels. 
[11] According to Bonnie McDougall (1999), a common feature of  many works of  fiction 
within China’s avant-garde period of  the 1980s is the graphic and often grotesque 
depictions of  sex and violence which she describes as “carnivalistic grotesque”.
[12] This concept was formulated within Brian McHale’s excellent analysis of  postmodernist 
texts in Constructing Postmodernism. According to McHale, postmodernist texts often 
destabilise the features of  modernist texts, one of  which being the “epistemological 
quest” acted out by a “cognitive hero”: Modernist texts will often “revolve around 
problems of  the accessibility and circulation of  knowledge, the individual mind’s 
grappling with an elusive or occluded reality”. The epistemological quest is the driving 
force behind the narratives of  many modernist texts whose “plot is organised as a 
quest for a missing or hidden item of  knowledge”. According to McHale, one of  the 
key features of  the shift from modernism to postmodernism is the move from the 
epistemological to the ontological: whilst a modernist epistemological quest searches 
for knowledge, for truth, for causality, a postmodernist epistemological quest will do 
the same whilst simultaneously foregrounding its own “ontological status”, or in other 
words, the postmodernist epistemological quest is a self-reflexive epistemological quest. 
The primary focus therefore seems to have shifted away from the object of  the quest 
and the desire to “solve” any problems within the represented world and onto the 
construction (and deconstruction) of  the quest itself. McHale (1992: 147).
[13] This quote is from the outer-jacket of  Ma (2011).
[14] There are a range of  articles which explore the influence of  Borges on Ma Yuan and the 
Chinese avant-garde in general, see for example Wang (1999) and X. Zhao (2000).
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A Study of Translation Style from the Perspective of the Great Yi 
(by Chen Dongcheng)
The Zhou Yi or Book of Changes, is a philosophical and oracular text 
of key importance in Chinese civilization, and its principles can be applied 
to human activities including translation studies. This paper expounds 
the translatability of style in the light of statements found in the Zhou Yi 
regarding the question of imitation, and illustrates the relationship between 
translation style and the translator’s personality on the basis of the eight 
trigrams, which are central to the Zhou Yi. The paper goes on to propose 
three strategies by which the translator can achieve a harmony between his or 
her own style and that of the original: (a) Selection of an original text which 
suits the translator’s own stylistic and aesthetic predilections; (b) Complete 
comprehension of, and empathy with, the meaning and spirit of the original; 
and (c) Adoption of the Doctrine of the Mean to reproduce the closest natural 
equivalent of the original message. In this way, the paper seeks to advance a 



























學版第2版）中，style作為名詞有16條定義，其中前兩條是：① The way 
in which something is said, done, expressed, or performed: a style of speech and 
writing. ② The combination of distinctive features of literary or artistic expression, 















Campbell）在1789年出版的《四福音的翻譯與評注》（A Translation of 
the Four Gospels with Notes）的導論中就提出：“在符合譯作語言特徵的
前提下，盡可能地移植原作的精神與風格”（譚載喜，2004: 128）。泰
特勒（Alexander Fraser Tytler）1790年在《論翻譯的原則》（Essay on the 
Principles of Translation）中提出了翻譯必須遵守的三大原則，其中第二
條是：“譯作的風格和手法應和原作屬於同一性質”（譚載喜，2004: 
129）。薩瓦裡（Theodore Horace Savory）在其所著《翻譯的藝術》（The 
Art of Translation）中指出，翻譯規則不外乎十二項，而其中的第五項
是：“譯文應該反映原作的風格”（劉重德，2003: 52）。奈達（Eugene A. 
Nida）和泰伯（Charles R. Taber）在其合著的《翻譯理論與實踐》（The 
Theory and Practice of Translation）中給翻譯下定義時說：“翻譯就是在接
受語中複製出與原語資訊最切近的自然對等體，首先是就意義而言，
























































































































































































































































































































































































Nida, Eugene A. and Charles R. Taber (1969). The Theory and Practice of  Translation. 
Leiden: E. J. Brill.








曾記   帥司陽
Abstract
A Double-writing of Identity: Translating Chinese Women in The 
Chinese Repository (by Zeng Ji and Shuai Siyang)
The Chinese Repository, a periodical published during the first half 
of the 19th century, was of far-reaching influence in introducing Chinese 
classics and constructing images of China and the Chinese. Among the 
numerous Chinese classics translated and introduced by missionaries, those 
on Chinese women constitute an important part. Missionary-translators 
claim to represent Chinese women as such, but they construct complicated 
and contradictory images in their translation of stories of women, works 
by women and books on female education. They highlight the general 
ignorance and inferior status of Chinese women on the one hand, while 
acknowledging their virtue and influence on the other; they criticize some 
aspects of traditional female education, but also appreciate and sympathize 
with others. Such translations, in their construction of the identity of 
Chinese women as a Cultural Other, also become a self-identifying process 
of the missionaries themselves, who were largely influenced by their gender 





































原文 卷次/期數/頁碼 譯者 內容概要
《小學》  6/8/393-400 裨治文 摘譯關於夫婦的內容並加按語
《鹿洲初集》  6/8/568-574 衛三畏 翻譯三名貞女的故事並評價
《女學》  8/7/345-347 衛三畏 摘譯其中謝小娥復仇的故事並評價
《女學》  9/8/537-559 衛三畏 摘譯章節，並作全面介紹
《擬織錦圖》  10/12/663-666 衛三畏 翻譯全文，並講述“作者”蘇蕙的故事
《聊齋七則》  11/4/202-209 郭實獵 編譯其中七則故事，並做評價
《紅樓夢》  11/5/266- 273 郭實獵 對紅樓夢故事作概要介紹與評論

























































































例1：[He] ... expressed	 a	 wish	 that	 his	 wife	 might	 accompany	 him	 (to	
death) ... he	was	 inexorable	and	obliging	his	wife	 to	 lie	down	with	him,	
























































































































譯文：The	 virtue	 of	 a	 female	 does	 not	 consist	 altogether	 in	 extraordinary	
























翻譯不是在真空之中進行的（Lefevere 1992a: 14），而是一種 
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The Restoration and Reconstruction of the Analects: On E. Bruce 
Brooks and A. Taeko Brooks’ Translation of Lunyu (by Jiang Qian)
The Original Analects: Sayings of Confucius and His Successors 
(1998) by E. Bruce Brooks and A. Taeko Brooks, one of the most important 
overseas English translations of the Lunyu in the 1990s, has since its 
publication aroused much dispute upon its hypotheses on the developmental 
patterns and dating of the work. However, inadequate attention has been paid 
to the translated version itself. This paper examines the efforts made by E. 
Bruce Brooks and A. Taeko Brooks in reproducing the “original Analects”, 
including the rearrangement of the text according to the chronological order, 
the restoration of the “historical meaning” of the text, and the retrieval of its 
historical context. The translated text is also noted for its preservation of the 
specific thought and syntax of the source text as well as the form of some of 
its idioms. The paper shows the ways in which, in the process of restoring 
the “original Analects”, the Brookses have reconstructed the authoritative 
version of the Analects on the basis of their theoretical hypotheses, and how 
this in turn affects the way they interpret and transfer the original text.
一、引言
白牧之（E. Bruce Brooks）與白妙子（A. Taeko Brooks）夫婦合
作完成的《論語辨》（The Original Analects: Sayings of Confucius and His 










































































研究取向分不開的。貝克定（Timothy D. Baker Jr.）指出，《論語辨》



























- 早期儒家（The Early Circle）：LY5（西元前470年）、LY6（西元前
460年）
- 曾子的改革（The Dzv̄ngdž Transformation）：LY7（西元前440
年）、LY8（西元前436年）、LY9（西元前405年）
- 孔氏的過渡（The Kǔng Transition）：LY10（西元前380年）、LY11
（西元前360年）、LY3（西元前342年）
- 諸子百家（The Hundred Schools）：LY12（西元前326年）、LY13
（西元前322年）、LY2（西元前317年）
- 後期論辯（The Last Debates）：LY14（西元前310年）、LY15（西
元前305年）
- 個人小插曲（A Private Interlude）：LY1（西元前294年）、LY16（西
元前285年）
- 重返朝堂（Return to Court）：LY17（西元前270年）、LY18（西元
前262年）




















板塊——The Teachings of Confucius（“孔子教誨”）、The Personality of 



































是指人的純乎本然的狀態，英文中 real man 或 real person 這個詞的含
義就極為接近“仁”字，任何一個普通人只要能做“一個真正的人”，
就達到了“仁”的要求，因此他主張把“仁”字譯為 true manhood 或是
kindness（Lin 1938: 20）。白氏夫婦則力圖挖掘“仁”在《論語》上下文
當中的本意，指出“仁”具有不同的表現形式：它是一種貧賤與富貴皆
不能移的品質（steadfast in adversity and success），是評判他人的一種能




























































































The Master said of  the Sháu that it was wholly beautiful and wholly good. 
He said of  the Wŭ that it was wholly beautiful, but not wholly good.
See again 7: 24, where the Sháu 韶 or “Summons” was first mentioned; 
it is supposed to have accompanied a mime of King Wv´n. The Wŭ 
武 “Martial” was a mime of  the exploits of  King Wŭ, necessarily 
symbolizing his forcible conquest. It is this that the Master finds less 
estimable. The Confucians at this juncture were, and to the end of  their 
court prominence (LY15) with various qualifications remained, the 
antimilitary party at the Lŭ court. This involved a considerable shift of  
position for a group with an ultimately military origin. The theoretical 
issue is between cultural hegemony leading imperceptibly to political 
dominion (symbolized by King Wv´n) and straight military conquest 
(King Wŭ). Mencius, who was a student in the school at this time, would 







The Master said, The gentleman is poised and unruffled; the little man 
is always in a dither. 
Again we have the gentleman/little man contrast. The Lŭ Confucians 
were beginning to compete with such humble-origin groups as the 
Micians at court; the same was occurring in Chí, as a Mician strain in 
some early GZ passages shows (see GZ 3: 6-9; Rickett Guanzi 92-93). 
This passage contrasts old status, which is accustomed to the court 
ethos and its conventions, and new status, which displays the anxious 
striving of  the noninitiate. The implication is that those with a courtly 
background (or an intensive course in LY10?) will always be better 



















The Master said, The gentleman is easy to serve but hard to please. If  you 
try to please him otherwise than in accordance with the Way, he will not be 
pleased. When he employs others, he uses them as implements. The little 
man is hard to serve but easy to please. If  you try to please him, even other 
than in accordance with the Way, he will be pleased. When he employs 
others, he seeks to get everything out of  them.
Personalistic rather than principled conduct downplays results and 
emphasizes favors. Chì器 in earlier passages (see 3: 22n) always means 
“vessel” (and, as a metaphor, the “capacity” of  a man for office), but 
from this point on in the text it has the meaning of  “edged tool.” The 
implication is that well before c0325 the Lŭ metal trades were turning out 
chiefly tools and weapons (things with sharp edges) rather than vessels 
(things with volumes). We may be witnessing the conversion of  the state 
and its people to a war footing (metal plowshares and chisels being as much 
implements of  war as swords and knives). The foreground meaning is that 
the right kind of  officer uses people appropriately, where the little man is 
indiscriminate in his use of  men, and, so to speak, uses the screwdriver to 
open the paint can, thus spoiling it as a screwdriver.
The slightly later DDJ 28 (c0313) objects to just this “use” of  men.
在此章的評注中，白氏夫婦指出“器”此前出現時主要表示“器皿”








The Master said, Yóu’s cithern: what is it doing at Chyōu’s gate? The 
school then ceased to respect Dž-lù. The Master said, Yóu has ascended 
to the hall, but not yet entered into the chamber.
A severe remark is mitigated by a middle one. The narrative transition 
“The school then…” links what would otherwise be two separate 
sayings. We may note the grand house of  Confucius, with its public hall 
(táng 堂)	 and private chamber (shì 室). The seven-string cithern chín 琴, 
with its long horizontal sounding board, is held on the lap of  the seated 
player. The musical prowess here attributed to the disciples implies 















Someone asked for an explanation of  the dì sacrifice. The Master 
said, I do not know. The relation of  the one who did know to All 
Under Heaven would be like holding something here. And he pointed 
to his palm. 
One who understood, and could perform, the dì rite (etymologically 
related to the dì帝divinely sanctioned rulers of the Shāng dynasty)	
would be able to rule the world	 (tyēn-syà天下,“[all]	 Under 
Heaven,”in its cosmological sense; for the older, merely diplomatic 
sense of  the term, see 4: 10): to be a universal king. Note the 





























Our Respected Master’s cultural accomplishments we can contrive to hear 
about, but our Respected Master’s explanation of  nature and the Way of  
Heaven, we cannot in any way contrive to hear about.
食不厭精，膾不厭細。（10: 6）
His food he does not mind being of  choice quality; his mincemeat he does 
not mind being cut fine.
已所不欲，勿施於人。（12: 2）
What he himself  does not want, let him not do it to others.
四體不勤，五穀不分。孰為夫子？（18: 7）
His four limbs he does not bestir, the five grains he cannot distinguish—














And besides, for my own part, than die in the arms of  attendants, would I 
not rather die in the arms of  you disciples?
禮，與其奢也，寧儉。喪，與其易也，甯戚。（3:	4）
In ceremonies: than lavish, be rather sparing. In funerals: than detached, 
be rather moved.
奢則不孫，儉則固。與其不孫也，甯固。（7:	36）
If  he is lavish, he will grow improvident; if  he is frugal, he will grow rigid. 
Than improvident, be rather rigid.
“與其……，寧……”是文言文中的選擇句式，用以表達肯定後者、
捨棄前者之意。如上例所示，白氏夫婦在《論語辨》中將“與其……，






The 300 Poems: if  with one saying I should epitomize them, it would be 
“In your thoughts, be without depravity.” 
夏禮吾能言之，杞不足征也。（3: 9）
The ceremonies of  Syà: I could discuss them, but Kĭ has not enough 
evidence. 
回也其心三月不違仁，其餘則日月至焉而已矣。（6: 7）
Hwéi: he could go three months without in his heart departing from 































Dž-gùng asked, Of  Shī and Shāng, which is worthier? The Master said, Shī 
goes too far, Shāng does not go far enough. He said, If  so, then Shī is better, 

























































































示“work on”之意，整句話譯為：“you should work on the learning of 
the gentleman, not the learning of the little people”（同上）。白氏夫婦的
譯文顯然囿于他們的假說而顯得頗為牽強，並遭到其他漢學家的質疑

















[2] 其他相關評論參見高峰楓2001: 144-145；金學勤2009: 22。
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